In this paper we address two problems related to the parametric reconstruction of the diffusion signal in the complete 3D Q-space. We propose a modified Spherical Polar Fourier (mSPF) basis to naturally impose the continuity of the diffusion signal on the whole space. This mathematical constraint results in a dimension reduction with respect to the original SPF basis. In addition, we derive the expression of a Laplace regularization operator in this basis, and compute optimal regularization weight using generalized cross validation (GCV). Experiments on synthetic and real data show that this regularization leads to a more accurate reconstruction than the commonly used low-pass filters.
INTRODUCTION
In diffusion MRI, the reconstruction of the signal attenuation E and of the probability of water molecules displacement, known as the ensemble average propagator (EAP), open the way to a better characterization of tissue micro-structure. It is still an extremely challenging task however, due to the large acquisition time demand, and the severe SNR loss at high b values. The Spherical Polar Fourier (SPF) expansion was recently proposed [1] for the reconstruction of E from discrete measurements in the Q-space. The elements of this basis have a Gaussian-like radial decay, which enables a good extrapolation outside the sampling domain. However, the basis functions show undesirable oscillations and a discontinuity about the origin. In this work, we propose a method to reconstruct the signal in the complete Q-space, with a special focus on continuity and regularization. We derive a modified SPF basis (mSPF) to reconstruct a diffusion signal intrinsically continuous, and verifying E(0) = 1. Besides, we define a Laplace regularization operator, and derive a method for its analytical computation.
METHODS
The functions B n,l,m of the SPF basis [1] are expressed as the product of a real, symmetric spherical harmonic Y l,m as introduced in [2] , and a radial function,
These functions are discontinuous about the origin, and we propose in this section to characterize a constraint to impose the continuity of a function expressed in this basis.
Theorem 1 A function f = n,l,m a n,l,m B n,l,m of the SPF basis is continuous if and only if
The linear constraint in Eq. 3 can be imposed using constrained least squares minimization. Alternatively, we propose to reconstruct E(q)−exp(−||q|| 2 /2ζ) in a basis of continuous functions C n,l,m verifying C n,l,m (0) = 0. Thus we impose the continuity, as well as E(0) = 1.
A SPF basis modified for continuous signal
The functions of the modified SPF basis are defined as C n,l,m (q) = F n (||q||)Y l,m (q/||q||), where
where L 5/2 n is the generalized Laguerre polynomial, and the normalization constant
The family of functions C n,l,m is an orthonormal basis, referred to as the modified SPF (mSPF) basis in what follows.
Relation between SPF and mSPF bases
The mSPF basis is compatible with the SPF basis, and we give in this section the explicit relation. This is important to extend the results on analytical computation of the EAP and the orientation distribution function (ODF) [8] from the signal represented in the SPF basis, to the mSPF basis. Based on recurrence relations between Laguerre polynomials, the coefficients a n,l,m and x n,l,m in SPF and mSPF bases of a function are related through a = Mx, where M is the change-of-basis matrix from mSPF to SPF.
Besides, the matrix M is orthogonal: the orthogonal projection of any function represented by its coefficients a in the SPF basis, onto the subspace of continuous functions verifying f (0) = 0 has coefficients x = M T a.
Signal estimation with Laplace regularization
As the SNR in diffusion images is particularly low, we add a regularization constraint in coefficients estimation. The coefficients of E(q) − exp(−||q|| 2 /2ζ) in the mSPF basis are estimated minimizing
where
) and B is the observation matrix. The Laplace penalization can be expressed simply as a quadratic form
In what follows, the constant term U 0 is discarded as it plays no role in the minimization. The energy in Eq. 6 has a unique minimumx = x 0 + (B T B + λΛ) −1 (y − Bx 0 ). The entries of the matrix Λ are
The vector x 0 is given by x 0 = −Λ −1 v, where the vector v has entries
(9) The computation of Λ and x 0 is analytical and needs no numerical integration. Indeed, the integrand h i (q)h j (q) can be written as χ n(i) χ n(j) /ζ exp(−q 2 /ζ)T i,j (q 2 /ζ), where
The coefficients a i,j k of T i,j are computed using simple polynomial algebra. Therefore, the entries of the regularization matrix are 
Relative difference between reconstruction with analytical continuity (AC) constraint, and reconstruction with a empirical continuity (EC) constraint. Results on a synthetic Gaussian diffusion signal, from K = 150 measurements on 3 Q-shells, plus P virtual measurements at q = 0, for various angular orders L of the SPF basis.
Optimal regularization parameters
We adopted the Generalized Cross Validation (GCV) algorithm [3] to find the regularization weight λ which guarantees the best balance between the smoothness of the reconstruction, and the data fit. This algorithm has already been applied successfully for other applications in Q-ball diffusion MRI [4, 5] . The GCV method is generalizable to the situation where there is more than one λ parameter to optimize. It is the case in [1] , where there are two regularization matrices N and L, which act respectively as radial and angular low-pass filters, with corresponding weights λ N and λ L .
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

SPF and mSPF reconstruction
We compare on Fig. 1 the reconstruction in SPF and mSPF bases of a synthetic signal originating from a Gaussian EAP. The reconstruction in SPF basis was done with and without empirical continuity constraint. The sampling protocol is a set of 120 diffusion weighted measurements along 120 q vectors on 3 shells, with b values ranging from 1000 to 3000 s·mm −2 . It was designed following the method proposed in [6, 7] .
We evaluate the difference of the signal reconstructed in mSPF basis (with exact continuity constraint), and compare it to the reconstruction with empirical continuity constraint. The coefficients of the former in SPF basis,ĉ AC , are computed from the estimated coefficients in mSPF basis using the linear relation in Sec. 2.2. We plot on Fig. 2 the relative squared difference between both coefficient vectorsĉ AC andĉ EC , where AC stands for analytical constraint, and EC for empirical constraint. As expected, the empirical solution converges to the analytical solution as the number of virtual measurements about 0, P , goes to infinity. However, the minimum value of P for an acceptable reconstruction is related to the angular order chosen. This makes the analytical solution better for all practical purposes.
Optimal Laplace regularization
We compare the reconstruction of the EAP and the orientation distribution function (ODF) computed following [8] with both regularization methods and plot the profiles on Fig. 3 . The experiments were carried out on the publicly available phantom [9, 10] . The diffusion signal was sampled on 3 Qshells, with b-values ranging from 650 to 2000 s · mm −2 , and 64 gradient directions per shell.
The Laplace regularization allows better reconstruction of fiber orientation, both in single fiber and crossing fibers configurations. The computational time for reconstruction was similar, however the minimization of the GCV function is much harder for the separate radial and angular filters, as a two-dimensional function is to be minimized. With no clue on the convexity of this function, we performed minimization using a grid search.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we have addressed two problems related to the parametric reconstruction of the diffusion signal in the complete 3D Q-space. First, we have proposed an alternative basis, mSPF, to naturally impose the continuity of the diffusion signal on the whole space. This mathematical constraint results in a dimension reduction with respect to the SPF basis. Besides, the computational cost of the reconstruction in mSPF basis is also reduced, as no additional virtual measurements are needed to ensure continuity. In addition, we have derived the expression of a Laplace regularization operator in this new basis. We have shown through generalized cross validation that Laplace regularization leads to a more accurate reconstruction than the commonly used low-pass filters. Moreover the latter acts separately on the radial and angular parts of the signal, hence the computation of optimal regularization weights is much simpler and computationally attractive with Laplace regularization, as we optimize on a single weight instead of two.
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A. Fig. 3 . Diffusion ODF and EAP profile reconstructed from the diffusion MRI data of the fiber cup. Zooms on crossing regions A and B are displayed. Within each block: EAP profile P (r 0 u), for r 0 = 17µm (top row) and diffusion ODF reconstructed in constant solid angle ψ(u). The left column corresponds to a reconstruction with separate angular and radial low-pass filters, while the right column is the reconstruction with Laplace regularization.
